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Cross-validation was originally invented to estimate the
prediction error of a mathematical modelling procedure.
It can be shown that cross-validation estimates the pre-
diction error almost unbiasedly. Nonetheless, there are
numerous reports in the chemoinformatic literature that
cross-validated figures of merit cannot be trusted and
that a so-called external test set has to be used to esti-
mate the prediction error of a mathematical model. In
most cases where cross-validation fails to estimate the
prediction error correctly, this can be traced back to the
fact that it was employed as an objective function for
model selection. Typically each model has some meta-
parameters that need to be tuned such as the choice of
the actual descriptors and the number of variables in a
QSAR equation, the network topology of a neural net,
or the complexity of a decision tree. In this case the
meta-parameter is varied and the cross-validated predic-
tion error is determined for each setting. Finally, the
parameter setting is chosen that optimizes the cross-
validated prediction error in an attempt to optimize the
predictivity of the model. However, in these cases cross-
validation is no longer an unbiased estimator of the pre-
diction error and may grossly deviate from the result of
an external test set. It can be shown that the “amount”
of model selection can directly be related to the inflation
of cross-validated figures of merit. Hence, the model
selection step has to be separated from the step of esti-
mating the prediction error. If this is done correctly,
cross-validation (or resampling in general) retains its
property of unbiasedly estimating the prediction error.
Matter of factly, it can be shown that data splitting into
a training set and an external test set often estimates
the prediction error less precise than proper cross-vali-
dation. It is this variabability of prediction errors, which
depends on test set size, that causes seemingly paradox
phenomena such as the so-called “Kubinyi’s paradoxon”
for small data sets.
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